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Abstract: OMR and De-form generation system is helpful to easily generate OMR sheets during 

examination for each and every subject and for each and every student uniquely which is 

identified by barcode. OMR is the process of capturing human-marked data from document  

forms such as surveys and tests. The main aim is to make the job easy by automatically 

identifying student from his unique barcode. De-Forms helps to enter the details of absentees, 

malpractice student details during examination. It is a web application where we retrieve the data 

of the registered students from the payment module. We assign a unique OMR code for each 

student and generate barcode for unique OMR sheet. We then place the template and other 

components required and generate OMR by assigning the OMR status to true. We generate PDF 

file for all the OMR sheets and assign the OMR printing status to true. It helps the examination 

branch to make job easy by automation and reduces manual work and improves efficiency and 

time. 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation  

With a risk to security and storage in the traditional paper storage system, a majority of 

organizations has switched to the use of OMR sheets. OMR is considered to be the fastest, 

efficient, accurate means of conducting any examination. It helps the Examination Branch for 

speedy data collection from OMR sheet and checking of OMR. The generation of the OMR and 

De-forms was time taking process which had a complex structure. The process involved in the 

generation was slow and was not efficient and also involved more human effort and time.  

1.2 Problem Definition  
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The process for generation of OMR and DeForms used by the Examination branch is slow and 

time taking process which involves more human effort. Thus to improve the efficiency and to 

save time, our system makes job easy by automation and by reducing manual work. Our 

proposed system is a Web Application using PHP – codeigniter framework with MySQL 

database. It prints OMR dynamically and generate de-forms accordingly based on rooms and 

generates Barcode which are used for post-examination purpose. It helps in the rapid generation 

of OMR with simplicity and with minimum economy.   

1.3 Objective of the Project  

The Web Application retrieves the registered students’ data from the registered students table 

from the payment module. It assigns unique OMR code for each student and also generates a 

unique barcode for each OMR sheet. Then, it loads the template for the OMR sheet and place all 

the required components upon the OMR sheet template. After the OMR is generated, it assigns 

the OMR status to true where it generates a PDF file for all the OMR sheets and then assigns the 

OMR printing status to true. In the similar manner, user enters the details of the absentees and 

based upon the absentees list, a PDF file is generated and the printing status is assigned to true. 

 

2. Analysis 

2.1 Existing System  

Earlier, a third party software was used by the examination branch which was not very easy to 

customize and therefore it resulted in taking a lot of time to generate the OMR and De-Forms. 

Also, it was not economical and had a complex structure.  

2.2 Proposed System  

As mentioned in the introduction, the web application is used to make the job easy of the  

Examination branch and reduce the human work. The web application comprises of PHP 

Codeigniter framework with MySQL database which helps in the rapid generation of the OMR 

and De-forms through automation with simplicity and minimum economy. The details of the 
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students is retrieved from the payment module and a unique OMR code and a barcode is 

assigned for the unique OMR sheet. The OMR is generated by loading the OMR template and 

later a PDF file is generated for all the OMR sheets and printing status is assigned to true. In a 

similar manner, the user needs to enter the details of the absentees and then the PDF file is 

generated based upon the absentees list and the printing status is assigned to true.  

 

2.3 Software Requirement Specification  

2.2.1 Purpose  

The purpose of the software is to digitize campus and reduce the work load for staff and 

automate things which helps in reducing redundancy. It helps college to focus on all round 

improvement of resources as well as generating the OMR and De forms rapidly. The system 

helps to generate OMR and De-forms with greater efficiency and hence the system for the 

College management has been designed to remove all the deficiency from which the present 

system is suffering and to ensure.   

2.2.2 Scope  

The scope of the project is very much useful. It helps in generating OMR and De-forms 

effectively. The OMR Generation module helps to retrieve the data from the payment module 

and generate the OMR sheet with unique barcode associated to it. The economy for the OMR 

Generation is also very less compared to other aspects. The scope is very high such that it also 

future enhanced for other aspects. OMR and De-forms Generation System provides a lot of 

facility to their user. It will simplify the task and reduce the complexity.   

2.2.3 Overall Description  

The web application is used to make the job easy of the Examination branch and reduce the 

human work. The web application comprises of PHP - Codeigniter framework with MySQL 

database which helps in the rapid generation of the OMR and De-forms through automation with 

simplicity and minimum economy. The details of the students is retrieved from the payment 
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module and a unique OMR code and a barcode is assigned for the unique OMR sheet. The OMR 

is generated by loading the OMR template and later a PDF file is generated for all the OMR 

sheets and printing status is assigned to true. In the similar manner, the user needs to enter the 

details of the absentees and then the PDF file is generated based upon the absentees list and the 

printing status is assigned to true.  

1. USER FRIENDLY This system is user friendly for the retrieval of data from the payment 

module and it is                 maintained efficiently. The graphical user inter face is implemented in 

this proposed system. It is more efficient than existing system.  

2. PDFS ARE EASILY GENERATED PDFs for OMR sheets and De-forms can be easily 

generated in this proposed system by the user. 

 

3. Implementation 

3.1 OMR Generation Module 

This module generates OMR sheets during examination for each and every subject and for each 

and every student uniquely which is only identified by barcode. The details of the students is 

retrieved from the payment module and a unique OMR code and a barcode is assigned for the 

unique OMR sheet. The OMR is generated by loading the               OMR template and later a 

PDF file is generated for all the OMR sheets and printing status is assigned to true Steps for 

generating OMR sheets:  

1. Select Notification   

2. Select Semester Notification  

3. If OMR sheets already generated, download OMR sheets  

4. Select OMR type  

5. Generate OMR sheets  
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De Forms Generation Module After examination, the user enters the details of the absentees and 

based upon the               absentees list, a PDF file is generated and the printing status is assigned 

to true. The De-forms are generated based upon the rooms and these De-forms helps to know the 

details of the students who malpractice during the examination.   

Steps for generating De-Forms:  

1. Select Notification  

2. Select Semester  

3. Select exam date  

4. Select exam session  

5. Add absentees   

6. Print Absentees list in Deform 

 

4. Conclusion  

It helps the examination branch to make job easy by automation and reduces manual work and 

improves efficiency and time. This Software will be very useful because not only is it efficient 

but a great method to reduce work. It eases our workload and gives us an accurate measure to 

resolve seating arrangement. Most institutes should install this software and it can be a great help 

to them. Apart from that, it can be extended to creating android application for filling data of 

absent and present student by invigilator from their room. It gives us an organized graphical 

structure of our work. Some of the few benefits of this model is that it is very fast, reliable and 

robust. The importance of this software is to make your tasks faster and more reliable. In today's 

day and age work-reducing applications are    much required because of the increasing demands 

of new trends. 
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